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Libro de thoth el atlante

Anna szubkova Is the Editor of the Russian version ofDr. Vladimir Antonov With comments of Pythagoras, Elizabeth Khaich and Vladimir Antonov Translation of John-Cruz Aguirre Divine Masters, who lived in Atlantis, continue to give their knowledge to the people inhabiting the Earth today. They teach, among other things, the principles
of spiritual education, the evolution of consciousness and the meaning of our lives, as well as its realization. This book will be interesting and useful to anyone looking for Spiritual Excellence. Index I'd like to talk through you. I suggest you start writing a new book. It can be called The Book of the Born in the Light: The Keys to the Mysteries
of Genesis. I will be grateful to everyone who can help materialize this idea for the people of your time and for future generations. My knowledge of Atlantis, Egypt and Greece is great. I am one of the transmitters of Truth for humanity. My job is this! I've done it before and I'm still doing it right now! I would like people to associate My name
not only with papyrus rolls, sedation next to the heads of corpses or with forgotten rituals... My Message has come to people through the Emerald Tables, but that's not all... Schools of higher spiritual knowledge are indestructible! They exist as a kind of living library. Here knowledge is not contained in books, but in souls; to those who
assimilated Wisdom and Light. This knowledge is preserved forever, because these Souls are immortal! Now your job is to make available some of these great treasures of the Spirit. Attention, about the people, the voice of The Atlantas, whose name was Toth! The earth was in the cradle of the Hand of the Creator when I came to it and
acquired the knowledge of the Power of the Creator, in which there is the Source of Everything! I would like to give a message to the humanity of the Earth for the centuries to come and for now. There are simple instructions for everyday life, instructions that can help those who travel along the Path of Light. God really exists! It can be
perceived by developed souls-conscience as the intangible and the Most Subtle Living Light. Anyone who seeks the Divine Light and craves its perception will know! To this end, the soul must be cleansed, it must become gently transparent. And then he begins to burn with divine Fire. I want to talk to you about the Path that leads to the
Light! I'll give nine clues to the hidden secrets inside each one! Keys to all the mysteries of existence in each of us, in multidimensional nature, similar to the multidimensional structure of the universe. When I say they are hidden, I don't mean someone hid them, but only that they have not been discovered and understood by us yet! The
seed has the opportunity to become a plant. In the same way, man has the opportunity to become God! Just like the natural destiny of seeds to become a plant, so it is the natural destiny of anyone to grow and become God! Not every seed and not every person grows and realizes its potential. But people know. They are able to
understand the steps of the growth of the soul and move on them in the direction of unification with the Primitive Light! Humans are not material bodies. Matter is just a temporary garment of the soul. People are souls, souls, born to receive Immortality! The predestination of each of them is to become the Soul that brings the Light and then
enriches the United Ocean of the Perfect, the Ocean that creates every thing in the universe! That's why I'm giving you those keys! You can take them and use them to gain love, wisdom, and strength in your Path of Self-Improvement. The keys to the mysteries of the existence of the First Chapter. Freedom Key Remember listener! The
future begins today! Start now! Your future always begins right now, as does the future of the whole Earth! Drink it! This is my key to freedom: man determines his own future! Right now you can create your own future! Moreover, even without knowing it, you inevitably do it. Although you can also do it consciously! Every moment in time is
the present that determines your future! The past is gone. It doesn't always exist! Those things of the past remain with you that you are not ready to leave behind, which are dear to you, that you hold fast and to which you are tied, fastened, attached... These things can be positive or negative and move forward or hinder your evolution...
However, in each case you are the only one who can choose from all your past that you want to take with one to yourself in the future! Negative karma exists to such an extent that man cannot consciously choose the Creator as his sole purpose and give up everything else to enter the life of the divine Creative Power. However, in order to
prepare yourself for this immersion, you must control your own future. You are the only one who can choose how you want to live! You choose it right now through the way you think and act, through the emotions in which you live! You have to decide what and how you are going to live! This is what shapes your future! The law of karma
binds people only because they do not want to be cleansed or do not want to be cleansed of the negative past and continue to project it into their future. Each person is one of these projectors and projectes on his future their emotional states, their behavior patterns and the state of energies inside the body and the cocoon. To free yourself
from negative karma, there is a mechanism of repentance. The flaws in themselves are eliminated, and they stop projecting events into the future: those events that may be needed to understand and eliminate specific defects... God is in every existing thing. He revives, creates and develops the whole world. Everything will change
dramatically in the life of a person who learns to pay attention and feel the constant presence of God in his life. Love, as well as the quality of the soul, is what allows it to happen. The Love of God, the One who creates every thing in the universe, is what gives man the opportunity to build, allowing them to jointly create the future in
collaboration with Him, the Supreme Creative Force! Similarly, the entire human community is now defining its common future in the world. It depends on each of them. This common future is the sum of all deposits, large or small, positive or negative, of many people. Those who become Mahatami bear the greatest responsibility for the
fate of the Earth! Your contribution can be overwhelming! ... The past is open to anyone who is able to contemplate the course of time. The future is created by a man who knew his past. The future is not fixed. It changes when new causes create new situations. That's how everyone creates their own future right now! Knowing your own
bonds, that is, the evil qualities of the soul, you should be aware of the possibility to grow out of the darkness and shine in the Light! Flesh contains bonds for the soul, but at the same time these connections provide an opportunity for growth. You can conquer and control the desires of the flesh through abstinence! You can strengthen
your willpower by fighting your flaws! By abstaining from excess food, you overcome the desire to eat too much. By abstaining from all idle conversations, you are gaining your mind. By forcing yourself to control and immediately eliminate negative emotions, you are able to control your emotional sphere. Growing love as a state of mind,
you direct your steps to the Light! Resources to manage the inner state of one's own soul are in inside the multidimensional structure of your body. I'm talking about chakras. Taught to control them, by force you know yourself within your own body, you will be able to temporarily abandon this material envelope to travel in the Light, to know
the Light and to unite with the Light! The human body is a unique and perfect creation of God! It is designed for 700-900 years, during which it is possible to continue to develop as a soul. Many in Atlantis have lived as long as this. The same can be said of the successful disciples of God, who lived scattered among people in central
Eurasia at the same age. The potential of health inherent in the structure of the human body allows to restore and revive the work of its broken systems and organs. The full acceptance and application of this knowledge can lead to a revolution in modern medicine! Cases of healing, in which the power of the human soul was used to
restore bodily functions and health, are well known to your contemporaries, but the absurdity and barbarism manifested in the misunderstanding of the meaning of life on Earth threaten humanity with problems and disasters. This is because one of the goals of natural and technological catastrophes that occur on the planet to make people
start thinking about the meaning of human life and about the life of the entire planet on which humanity lives. You are part of the so-called humanity, and you can begin to change both: your future and the future of the Earth! And let everyone do it, starting with their own self-transformation! ... When something bad happens to you, get used
to asking yourself a question for what?, and not why?! Setting up your mistakes and mistakes in the past is always helpful! Repentance is necessary! But it is even more useful to look to the future! In this case, overcoming every obstacle in your destiny will lift you beyond the abyss of suffering, beyond the captivity of the causes and
consequences of samsara. This positive attitude with a view of the future gives you the opportunity to quickly and effectively overcome difficult areas of your own destiny, rather than cast aside the shadow of new mistakes for your future. And the most important thing for you is to always feel the presence of God in everything, in yourself
and in what is happening to you right now! Chapter two. The key to silence Is to notice what I'm going to say and remember! The messengers of Light live among the people to prevent the loss of knowledge of the Truth! I know all the way from man to God! And everyone You need to know that you can achieve this too! This is the meaning
of life in the body: to develop individual consciousness to Divinity! Every created thing serves this purpose! Each drop of life - the soul - must grow, become more and more complex throughout its development and the desire to achieve the Union with the Higher Consciousness! God - in the Aspect of the Creator is the Unlimited Ocean of
Eternal and Subtle Consciousness, through which everything was created and controlled in the universe. Earth is a small planet in boundless space... The cosmos is full of life... So let each star on the firmament remind you of the eternal and infinite spaces in which God does all things! May our gold star, the Sun, also remind you of God's
creative power! ... When I'm not talking, listen to My silence! And when I speak, listen to my words and thoughts! Get dressed and fill me with My States! Listen to the silence! I'm giving you the key to silence! Listen to me! ... Eternity can also be heard! It has no small superficial sounds. Eternity is silence... It is a continuation of time from
the less infinite to the more infinite... And in each of the points of this infinite there is a moment now in which lies the deep silence of eternity. Sounds come and go into the river of time... But silence always exists! It is the silence of the universe, the silence of God! Serves! Take that silence! Fill it with so that everything superficial and
unnecessary shifts! And then you can fill that silence with yourself! In this silence you can learn wisdom. This allows you to distinguish between the important and the most important. As you learn to pay attention to silence, you will be able to see from the depths as this silence fills my depths as well. And from there, from My World, the
essence of Totality is visible. The ability to pay attention to silence develops by immersing yourself in the center of oneself; in the spiritual heart. There are three chakras above and three chakras below; and in the chest, in the cavity of anahata, there is the most important part of the human body. The door can be found in the depths, the
door that opens to Divine Love and My Tranquility! But for such a door to open, on both sides of this door there must be the same level of subtlety of conscience. Fill your spiritual heart with peace and only then, in infinity of silence, will you find this door. And if you fill your spiritual heart with the fire of love for the Creator, the door to the
Divine Flame of His Love will be open to you! On the contrary, if cavity of your anahata chakras there is only opaque gray and gray semi-light indifference, so that the door to the worlds of Light can not be opened ... ... Vain conversations (idle, petty, empty, hueras, etc.) a man who has not mastered silence to prevent the progress of the
same person and others along the way! Avoid unnecessary words: do not load with them the minds of your interlocutors! Avoid other people's idle conversations to keep the silence in yourself clean! Words don't do any good! The excess of spoken expressions only leads to confusion! May silence enlighten only the words of wisdom given
to you or others through you! Only one who knew the union with silence gets great benefit: the freedom of vain conversations of the mind! Through silence you discover the Path of Heart and Wisdom! Chapter two. The key to love Love is the key that opens the door to light, the door to the knowledge of the Creator! This Path is the Path of
the Spiritual Heart. It can be presented as a staircase consisting of many steps and landings. The degree of the transformation of the soul consciousness into Love determines what abilities will be entrusted to this soul by divine Guides. Stability in the states of love and peace is what a person must demonstrate by acquiring mastery on the
steps of the Path of Evolution. Such a person will always be tested by us in the stability of these states of consciousness. Every time you successfully pass one of these trials, the key to Love will open for you a neighbor. Yes, as the disciple approaches the next level of initiation, he is immediately tested for stability. Only if this disciple can
overcome the obstacles that arise with the key to Love, he will be considered worthy to rise to the next stage of the gradual cognition of the Limitless. What is just said is one of the laws of soul development in universal school. Everything the soul does before receiving the key to Love is only a preliminary stage of spiritual growth; it's just a
parvularity of evolution. You should know that The Light is hidden in your nature! Darkness is just an external cover! Look for Light in the depths of your spiritual heart! Only through love is it how you will be able to achieve unity with the whole! Defeat the darkness within yourself! The dark veil separating you from the Light of Truth
disappears! You will have to follow what you understand in your spiritual heart, because it abode of light within you and the birth of love, which, increasingly, can accept everything! May your love be the messenger of your morning! Let your love illuminate the beginning of each of your days by burning more and more with each passing
hour like the rising sun! Make every day of your life on Earth not in vain! Be open in your light of love for the people who turn to you! And then let everyone's courage, as a gift, what he or she can embrace. If, on the contrary, the light of your love is closed to people, it is your fault before God! Shed the light of your heart as the sun sheds
light in the morning! Make the flame of love your essence! And then the soul will be illuminated by the fire of love, which covers everyone and every person! While you have to put a lot of effort so that you - the soul - can become clean and constantly burn the light of love! Chapter 4. The key to the work of Discouragement is characteristic
for idleness. Indefatigable work is typical of someone who knows the Primitive. Light can only be known to those who work! Without the key to work it is impossible to go the whole way to Perfection! It's not easy to find wisdom! It is not easy to cleanse the soul and undress it before the Light! But only when the darkness in you is eradicated
and all the lids of the soul are dismantled, the Light will shine in your heart! Wisdom can only be known through effort! Anyone who does not make such an effort is stagnant or sliding backwards. This is because there is not only the Path of Development, but also the path of degradation that leads to darkness! Therefore, always strive to
reach the Light and do not stop working on yourself as a soul! You must know that those who have achieved life in the Light do not cease in His work. While his work is different, and can include all the developing worlds of life. The great desire to conquer your grassroots nature and master on the Path to light must arise in you! Year after
year, with relentless effort and aspiration, you must gather wisdom and gather strength, and grow as a source of love! Make great efforts, relentlessly, to get the freedom of all the pathetic and gloomy chains in your soul! ... Every time you reach obstacles in your way and think you've reached the limit, you need to know that you're just on
the cusp of a new singletour of your development and you can start a new phase of your ascent! Obstacles point only to the steps of the road! And the one you know is limitless! I don't think these they shine with the Light of Wisdom and embrace the infinity of the cosmos have always been so. There was a time when they also sowed the
Path to Light, growing from small to great! Let this knowledge strengthen you in your efforts! Anyone who does not make any effort does not achieve the goal! Of all the possible material things, no one will bring you happiness if you have not worked in the spiritual sphere! When you grow up as a soul, trying to reach the Light, do even
more than you were asked, and you will rejoice! ... Each of My Keys opens a new door to the Path that leads to life in the Light. Use these keys also to help others who are looking for Light! It is a service that pleases the Creator! The fact that you have contributed to the existence of Totality is very important! This is what determines the
value of your life for everyone' life! The rulers of the world, the Masters of Life, work by bringing this knowledge to embodiment. They choose what to do and how to accelerate the Evolution of Totality with their efforts! ... The soul approaching the Light is beautiful and free! You, too, move in harmony, staying in improbability and
remembering that you do not go alone, and are guided by messengers of Light! Chapter two. The key to knowing worthy of receiving the key to the treasures of Wisdom is the one who has cleansed himself and is ready for the great work of turning the soul into the Infinite Divine Light. A man must wish to receive Wisdom! Let him seek and
hope to find joy only in search of the Truth! Only evolving souls can receive Wisdom. To do this, they will become great and pure. In this case, the Light of Wisdom will shine from them for others. everyone can never be truly free without knowledge! Only one who becomes worthy of great understanding receives it. Wake up, O people, and
try to find wisdom! The path is clear and open only to the wise, for they have already been purified as souls and have known the laws that allow them to enter the Light! They did it of their own will! No one could do it for them! Only one can overcome your own emotional chaos and eliminate the mess in the soul! Make an effort to turn
yourself into your lifestyle so that your life does not go in vain in chaos and darkness! Aim to become only the Light, destroying the darkness in yourself! Eternal your mind on the perception of the uniqueness of every thing that exists! Don't cause unreasonable harm to any creature! Fear makes you a slave? Directs way to the Light, and
you will forget the fear! Do not be afraid, for Light is your potential being! And knowledge is your legacy, which has come to you from those who have traveled to the Light before you! You should know that knowledge can only be obtained in practice. What you have seen and heard becomes knowledge only from the experience of the soul.
Knowledge thus belongs to you, and Wisdom grows out of this kind of knowledge! The wisdom of the soul will not be separated from her after the death of his body! You will be born again, in a new body, with the skills and wisdom developed in your previous incarnations. The Great Masters live their lives, being unknown to most people,
but it is difficult to overestimate the importance of what they do! Again and again they give the people of the Earth the Eternal Teachings of God, bringing sparks of sacred knowledge into the minds and actions of the embodied people. Sometimes they even invest in human bodies to make the purity of knowledge heard again before it is
forgotten or distorted by crowds. The consciousness of the average person has a limited size. But the Conscience of the Great Masters is infinite and consists of The Light, which is one with the Creator! They shine like the Lamps of Truth among men. Different civilizations arise and fall. New waves of souls, rising and descending... Every
rise and decline of civilizations contributes to the growth of souls... However, those Souls who knew the Primitive Light do not fall with the falling wave. They become beacons for other people on the Path to The Light. Many times the waves of human development on Earth have risen. These waves have moved from slightly higher states to
the average level of animals, to the level of the People of Truth. Every time the Primitive harvests its harvest. He then resets a new field and seeds for his next crop. Don't blame a man who doesn't go to the Light because of his blindness! Each seed has its own period to start sprouting! And not everyone can accept knowledge at once.
You have to be like the sun that heats the plowed field and also fills the fruit with sweetness! Not all seeds will germinate. Not all plants bear fruit... The sage knows that this is the norm in the Evolution of Totality. But you must serve the Revival of Wisdom on Earth! Everyone who knew Wisdom should build a lit Lamp of Knowledge for
posterity! ... Man must approach the Primordial Light! But it is impossible without purifying the soul ethical flaws. Those who have the courage to start the Path to Light should know that the inhabitant of the Depth does not allow unworthy people in the Light: first they must clean all impurities and all the gross in themselves! You must know
that any vice you have is the denial of the Creator's Light within you, while love is the basis for the formation and development of divine qualities. This is the key to acquiring Wisdom. I, That Atlant, will enter My Hands and prepare the stages of acquiring Wisdom to the one who has been purified and becomes worthy! The one who seeks
Divine Wisdom is dear to me! But only you - by your own efforts - can grow from darkness into Light! Our help is nothing short of signs on your way! Cleanse the space of your mind and come with The Supreme Wisdom! You can go from a small particle of Creation, limited by the size of the body, to the Master of Life, who is consubstantal
with primitive light and lives in Unity with everything! Chapter 6. The key to the power of Love, wisdom, and power goes hand in hand and forms integrity in every being. These three qualities merge with each other in the way of the development of the soul. Let these words become a guide for the sons and daughters of mankind! I give
knowledge to those who are looking for it and are ready to accept it! I help find strength for those who follow the Path of Light! Whoever takes the strength to enter the Light gets the key to power! I will open you a treasure of wisdom so that you do not get lost! But take with will be with the forces that you have already received on the Path
to the Truth, because a person who has no strength, will not be able to overcome obstacles! The power increases when a person travels along the Path. There are three stages of the growth of power: -First, a person increases the power of the body, and secondly, develops willpower or the power of the soul, - thirdly, it grows, turning into
a shining soul, closer and closer to the thinnest Light! Do not be afraid of power within yourself, but visit it wisely! Let your strength find support in knowledge and love! Don't control the consequences of your past mistakes! Be the master of your life! Create something for yourself that will surround you! Causes of events that affect you in
you! You can only change yourself and thus change your life and the events that come to you! Go in search of more and more perfect reasons for your actions, and then the Divine Sun will rise in you, and all will enlighten However, do not be proud of what you have done, for each of your achievements will be destroyed by your pride! Self-
congratulation and narcissism destroy even the tallest building... Love, wisdom and meekness are healthy foundations of power! ... There are laws in human society, but there are also laws by which the universe lives and develops. Those who violate the Laws of the Universe, the Laws of the Creator, risk being destroyed because that
person is harming the whole. Knowing the laws of the universe is Wisdom. One is that you don't have to use your power for your personal domain over people! Fear will chain the soul to darkness. Love leads her to Freedom and Light! Make your power associated only with Love and never sing fear in the world! The door to the Great
Power is a mystery. But this Power is available to those who are worthy! The key to this power is the desire for an Alliance with United and More Subtle! Your Way is sickle in the shadows, but Light is your goal! No matter how difficult the Path may be, you can become one of those who were born in the Light! So follow the Path that the
Messengers of Light lead people! ... Each of you can be freed from the bondage of darkness! Each of you can become One with the Creator and then with All! To do this, you need to accumulate and develop the power of the soul! You can and should do this as long as you have a material body, since your body is a transmutator that
allows you to accumulate the power of the soul. Your body can also be transformed into a kind of life that can show the power of the Creator! However, you should always be mindful of the dangers of power! Anyone who tries to use his power to dominate others will be crushed by the Force. Let the history of Atlantis serve as a good
example! In this place, those who rose above the people in the wings of their pride fell into darkness! Their vast knowledge and power gave them a sense of superiority. They believed that they were gods themselves, and gave up the guidance of a true God; they plunged into the forbidden, succumbing to the temptation to use black
magic... It was the end of the civilization of Atlantis. According to the Creator, the balance of the earthly plates has changed, and the islands of Atlantis have sunk under water... What happened to them should never happen to you. Of all the inhabitants of Atlantis, only those who had Purity and Light continued to live in His bodies on
Earth. Having received a warning in advance, they were other people who still lived in ignorance and savagery. They set sail to other continents to preserve knowledge of the Path to Light and to teach these people. They became Torches of Love and Wisdom for the next generations, and the peoples of those times brought themselves up
with the Wisdom of The Atlantes. These Atlantes have become as connections between the world of people and the world of Primitive Consciousness. For them, people who lived on different continents of the Earth were called sons of the Sun, or Sons and Daughters of God. Many of them now also perform the Wills of the One who lives
in the depths, trying to lift people to understand the Wisdom of the Creator. Chapter Seven. The key is the unit To find the key unit, you need to learn to dissolve. Consciousness is able to dissolve. You're not a body! You are the soul, and, to your potential, you are free! You are able to overcome the limits of your body! Uniting means
dissolving yourself into the Tom with whom you join. However, you need to know that before you can do this, you must become shapeless and develop active consciousness mobility! Only then will you be able to merge with the Light! ... The river that flows into the ocean loses the banks that created its borders. The waters of the river and
the oceans become the same water. The basis for a similar unification of conscience is love. You can't dissolve into a space where you feel indifference! Only love can unite the soul with the Divine Light with which the soul sought to unite! ... Everything you know, and everything you don't yet know, are parts of the Great Everything that
develops in its Infinity! Deep beneath perishable, there is the Thinnest and the Eternal. Use carefully to merge with Him - with this Great Light - into One! What is the process of cognition of the Depth? This process is an immersion in growing subtlety, even the thinnest primordial living light. Only one who strives and x-200b-x-200b-works
tirelessly in itself achieves unity with the thinnest infinite light! The meaning of the life of all consciences is to grow and become worthy of the Unity of the Light in order to enrich it with itself as the new Particles of Light. Don't live in slavery and darkness! Make your great predestination come true! Once you have reached the Unification,
you, as a soul, will have your new Birth in the Light and become Light! ... Each being can be considered as a cell of one organism; a cell that grows during the life of this organism. So respect every life, not What stage of development you are at! Each being has a role in universal life. For every thing that exists, and for every thing that
happens, there is a cause and purpose in the life of Totality. Conscience that is younger than you on the ladder of life are your brothers and sisters. Aren't they worthy of your care? And Consciousness-Light, superior to you By His extraordinaryness, waits to include you in Himself, in His Almighty Totality. Also, keep in mind that you live
on Earth and your life is inextricably linked to the life of this planet. You are connected to this planet and to every particle of Universal Life that lives on it, whether you know it or not. Look up and down and watch: all this one! Everything that seems divided is only part of the Great Multidimensional Totality. Your flesh is connected to the
flesh of the Earth. The earth, in its intangible form, and you, as a soul born in the flesh on this planet, are like a huge tree of life with a leaf on the branch of this tree. And this leaf that wants to know the Universe Truths must first recognize the tree and, only then, the One who fills the roots of the tree with the power of life. Meet the Earth! In
his Heart of Fire lies the key to everything that resides in him. The unforgiving flame is burning there! In this Heart of the Earth Fire there is a passage, a door that gives Infinity the Creative Spirit! Look for the mysteries of the Heart of the Earth, and the Primitive will open the door to His Abode for you! ... That the Thinnest Light consists of
the greatest Consciousness, melted together. The masters of life, existing in it and representing it, live forever, without mortal bodies. They are the hands of the Primordial Force, which has power over every thing and every being. And none of those who started this Path to Light will be left alone! Chapter eight. The key to Immortality is to
wake up, O people, and turn your attention inside to the light of eternal life! This Light lives in you! Yes, it is hidden within you, and you can discover this inexhaustible source of immortal life! The layers around you are also present within you, in the form of a multidimensional organism. So you can explore the multidimensional nature of the
universe first in your own multidimensional organism. Don't look for the Valley of Shadows! Aim to reach the Light, and the Light will open Itself to you! As soon as the Light fills you with the soul, darkness will no longer affect your life, for the forces of darkness will not power wherever the Light reigns! Even your body can become a torch, a
hatch, indicating the way to people! You and your body as a soul can become perfect, because the Creator designed people with the possibility of unlimited self-improvement! And you can get Great Perfection through Unification with the Creator! So yours is the key to immortality! You can use it! ... I'm going to talk to you even more about
Immortality. The evolution of Totality takes effect through the life and development of numerous individual souls in the universe. I want to emphasize the fact that the development of souls takes place within the framework of Totality. The soul lives long! Through the death of his body, he begins a new life without a body. Later he was born
again in a new body to continue to develop in a new stage. This is repeated over and over again, and at each new stage the soul has the opportunity to approach life in the Light. Only those who desire darkness destroy themselves. However, we are now interested, more than anything else, in talking about the ability of the human soul to
be self-aware. Not tearing up to be self-conscious after the death of the body was the dream of many. This ability can be developed if you learn to think with the intangible structures of consciousness, not with the brain. Then such consciousness will be able to think as well without the body and preserve all the knowledge and experience
accumulated during life in the body. ... But I don't want to talk to you about this immortality. In fact, not only a refined conscience, but also a large and rough able to maintain such self-inscruzing after the death of his body. However, you should know that rudeness is an obstacle to true immortality. A great chance to receive this true
Immortality arises when the soul has become great and subtle, like the Primordial Consciousness or the Creator! After the death of their bodies, such souls strike the infinite Ocean of The Subtle Consciousness itself and can come from it, coming to Creation. They are the true Masters of Immortality, Immortality, received in the Union with
the Creator! Yes, each of you, ordinary people, can become the master of life and death and grow as a soul until your new birth in the Creative Light! Those who have done this and fulfilled His forebodings in their bodies, voluntarily leave these bodies when they den it necessary! Great Souls leave Their bodies impeccably because they
know the purpose of their lives and when they go to the Light when they are finished Missions on Earth. According to His own wills, which coincide with the Higher Will, they can leave their bodies. They have power over the death of his bodies as well as his life. ... However, you can achieve even more! As part of the Deep Inhabitant, you
can use your material body as a tool and focus on Your Power. ... Each of you has its own destiny. You can voluntarily accept or reject the Path to Your Immortality, which is now open to you! This Path is meant to be difficult, so that those who are weak and indecisive will abstain and leave. That is why you should not bring to this path
those who have not yet been purified, not wise, or weak. It will hurt you as much as you make them! There are three obstacles that not everyone can overcome: first, the lack of desire to acquire knowledge; Secondly, the lack of love for God; and the third is a penchant for evil. Nevertheless, those who are worthy, who aspire to the Light
will overcome the Path, for the Representatives of Light will help such people! They are the Masters of Life, those who have already achieved Immortality and demonstrates perfect Wisdom by embracing Love and the One Force! ... This path to Perfection is unique, from the beginning of time and for all eternity! Chapter Nine. The key to
the fire of the Divine Fire is one of the manifestations of creative love of the original consciousness. Gentle and soft, it does not burn those who go to the Light, but it burns for the representatives of darkness. Fire, known in the Depths of man's own developed spiritual heart, merges with the Original Fire and becomes One with Him! Those
who knew this Fire within them and know that this Fire Alone with the Flame of God receive the key to the Fire! This Fire is stronger than all forces in the universe, because He is the Creative Power! This Fire also exists in the center of the planet. It shines in all the places in the universe where life is created. Every thing shown appears in
him. The greatest Souls representing this Fire are free to be a living Light on Earth and at the same time to remain in Unity with primitive Consciousness. They can also have material bodies. Such an existence can be called Triple Great. The three Great Times are those who have achieved all these achievements. Each of them is a Guide
that leads incarnate people to the Primitive Creative Power! So subscribe to this flame with a magnet of love! With the Fire of the Creator, melt every thing in itself except to this Fire! And since you are part of this United Fire, you must merge with Him forever! Conclusion It is important to understand that people themselves build their
future, and it is not God who does it for them. However, God is actively involved in this process. In the spiritual heart of each person, God reveals his new perspectives, offers possible actions, and rejoices with that person at his successful progress on the path to the Goal. This joy that fills your heart with each new achievement is My joy
too. Let the reader think, If I were given unlimited opportunities in the future, what would I want to achieve to create my optimal destiny? talk about the prospects for further development. The evolutionary progress of mankind on Earth will be much more successful if humanity is aware and learns to take into account the evolution of the
entire multidimensional universe, the Absolute. In this case, the vectors of people's efforts and the vector of God's help will come true together and will be persuaded in one direction. From such a union the efficiency of people's activities will increase many times! It is clear that this transformation cannot happen immediately. A very
consolidated framework, a framework formed by the recognition of this understanding, at least by a large part of humanity, is required. I planned this book to help many people who, realizing the meaning of their lives, will join forces to revive the spiritual civilization on their planet. And I invited some of my Brothers and Sisters, who have
been working for thousands of years, to participate in this book, trying to spiritualize human generations on Earth. I won't say anything else, because I've already said everything I wanted. Etey I am one of many Atlantes who continued to work on Earth after the destruction of Atlantis. I am delighted to be part of this book, conceived by



Toth. I really have something to say! Greece and the surrounding islands in the Mediterranean became my area of activity at the time. This happened long before the incarnation of Pythagoras. I have also been actively involved in the preparation of His Mission from My Mad State. I started my work in Greece long before Atlantis sank in
the ocean. This was easy because some Atlantis residents already lived in these lands among the locals. My task was to try to preserve true knowledge for the worthy sons and daughters of the region. Of my activities in those days the only thing left in the memory of the people who live legends of Erfikas. I was the founder and custodian
of this center of Divine Knowledge. I was also the Master of Orpheus. (Afterwards, this name became very common and was given to those heroes of Greek myths who had the opportunity to sing and play music.) My preaching to people was woven from harmony and beauty, directs them to the worlds of subtlety and divine Light. I put in
Greece the basis of what people have come to call the art of music, dance, sculpture... Because of his beauty, he brought up people. I also helped to achieve Unity with the Creator to those who could not do so on the lands of Atlantis and were reincarnated in Greece almost immediately. For them and some other people who came to the
light of Truth and wanted One, I created theOlogical Schools. Those who overstepped the higher level of education could actually calm the storms at sea by voicing the lira, as they developed the ability to influence the material plan from divine unity. They showed the Power of God in the face of His Power on a material plane. They taught
Love, Beauty, and Harmony to those who aspired to be like Them. His disciples practiced the refinement of conscience and spiritual art and did not try to develop a rough energy in themselves. I was the Master of these Masters. My Teaching consisted of the development of the Great Knowledge of the Creative Power of Love and its
application to life. Thus, I recreated in Greece all the best of the culture of Atlanta, hoping to keep it in the memory of the peoples of the Earth for centuries. The legacy of Atlantis in Helad. The teachings of the effectiveness of the Morphic Teachings are one of the branches of true knowledge in the history of the Earth. They revolve around
the Universe (Absolute) and around the One Creator of all shown. They deal with the evolution of souls and the meaning of human life on Earth. They focus on ethical laws that allow the human soul to successfully travel along the Great Path from man to God; that is, in the state of Alma-Divin, which flowed into the Creative Primitive
Ocean of Consciousness and can go beyond it, into the world of Creation. They also teach about the Divine Souls, the Conservators of the evolution of the planet and the Multidimensional Absolute. Man must have knowledge of the gods. They really do exist! They are the Holy Spirits, that is, the Consubstantal Conscience with the
Creator. Peoples and gods have always lived on earth in the same although this space is multi-layered, multidimensional. You can learn to perceive different levels of subtlety. It is something like the waters of the sea, in which fish swim, at the bottom are stones and through it pass rays of light. Yes, there are many spatial dimensions in
the Absolute, from solid matter to the finest state of the Creator. The methods of transformation, the transmutation of the soul have always been known. This is a whole system of methods of consciousness development, which can be called raja yoga and buddhi yoga. The collective practice of these methods was called secret secrets.
During these practices, after mastering ethical life and stability in love and peace, adherents were taught, among other things, to be free from the flesh of their bodies and to perceive divine spatial dimensions. Thus, secret orphan secrets were not a series of rituals, but collective exercises for the transformation and development of
conscience. In them, the disciples learned to perceive the multidimensional space and God with a pure soul, that is, without the help of material feelings. Later they were taught increasingly complex methods. These methods allowed the adherents to come out as the consciousness of the body, to improve and grow consciousness, as well
as to dominate life in divine spatial dimensions. They were also taught to be the Light of the Soul and then soul-fire. The most successful disciples dominated existence as a man-God through the ability to exercise the Divine Power through their bodies. All education was based on the development of a love year for the Creator and the
Higher Freedom of Life of Consciousness in Him. The steps of education were as follows: 1. Ethical purification. 2. Initial transformation of the body's energies. 3. Acquire skill in managing the desires of the body and emotional states of consciousness. 4. Exercises to refine consciousness, including music, singing and dancing. 5. To
master the temporary exits of the body in the spatial dimensions of Brahman and the Creator. 6. Master the growth and dissolution of self-awareness, and then the Union with Divine Consciousness. 7. The manifestation of the Higher Divine States through the body. And now let's give the lamp of the Higher Knowledge - the Lights that
illuminate the Path and dispel the darkness - to start glowing again for people who are serious, not just for pleasure- are interested in the science of turning souls into Light! Lamp One: There is one God, the Creator of everything that exists in The manifested universe of the Creator made the world manifested out of chaos and ordered it
according to the laws of Harmony. The creator has power over all things, over all beings, everywhere. He is a Shining Spirit who has many names, Who is the One who contains those who have come to Him. He is also the Creator and Loving Shepherd of all souls. All material forms appear from the Great Un manifested in accordance
with the Will of the Creator and then disappear in Un manifested. The original hymns dedicated to the Creator read: God is the one who initiates Creation, and the One who finishes it! God Mighty, Primitive and Brightest! God is a living source for all beings! God is the basis of the Earth and everything that exists in it! God is the Father of
all men and all Immortals! God is the Owner and The Progenitor of all beings and everything! God is the Creator of stars, planets and the entire material universe! God is the Light and the Source of Everything That Shines! God is The Transparency and Clarity behind all the colors of the world! God is cognoscible, but hidden from the body
of vision! God is eternal, Glorious, The One who has power above all else and above all else! God is omniscient and omnipresent! God is the United Power, the Unity of The Many! God is the Omnivorous Power of Love! Lamp 2: The place of man between Creation and the Creator Every man is inseparable from everything that exists in
an infinite multidimensional universe. The souls are dressed in wraps of dense matter and then removed. Souls grow during incarnations, climbing the ladder of Evolution. Man is the highest stage of the development of the soul, for man is able to achieve the Divine state of consciousness and immortality in the Creator. The soul receives
Immortality through the complete fulfillment of its predestination, that is, through the process of becoming identical to the Creator and joining him. In the average person there are both animals and divine elements. The purpose of men is to destroy the lower properties within themselves and to develop divine properties. Thus they enter the
Higher Sphere of Life, life in unity with the Creator. To do this, one must learn, among other things, to perceive and know intangible spatial dimensions, including the spatial dimension of the Creator. It's a reality. It is also something that is destined to happen in the development of the soul. Matter, or material is nothing but a coverage in
which the life and development of the Universal Consciousness takes place. Thus, in order to achieve the liberation of the soul, chained for lack of development, to the prison of the body, it is necessary to initiate the process of purification, and then growth and transformation through the development of divine properties and qualities in
itself. Lamp 3: The Soul comes to Earth many times the Soul rises up the steps of growth - to The One with the Thinnest Light. Each human soul many times makes its way to life on the material plane, and then returns to the worlds of disembodied life. Its existence in intangible spatial dimensions allows the mature soul to look back on its
past to understand the results of his life in the body and begin longing to correct their mistakes. And then a new journey into the world of dense bodies is planned and its new incarnation takes place. Most embodied souls forget their lives without bodies. Only the Great Souls know his past and present, and they can see his possible future.
It is in the immediate vicinity of the Great Threshold that God shows to a worthy soul the knowledge of what was significant in his past incarnations. Then there is the reunion with Kundalini, and the experience and power of the past are connected with the present, so that the soul can overcome future steps of development, one of which is
the knowledge of the Creator and the Union with Him. However, it is necessary for someone to know that the soul goes a long way, consisting of various incarnations during its evolutionary ascent. The wheel of existence, from birth to death; from death to birth in a new body, it is a necessary and inevitable circle. Without development in
different lives in bodies it is impossible to get Freedom and Perfection. It is in the intangible spatial dimensions of hell and paradise, as well as in the intermediate astral plane of gray, where souls live among incarnations. After the separation of their bodies, wonderful, incredibly blissful heavenly states await those who live by the laws of
God, who do only good and are stable in sublime, noble, harmonious, joyful and loving states. On the contrary, hell awaits those ruthless people who live in the emotions of anger and hatred. However, this state does not last forever: you only need to help them recognize the evil, which in itself and perhaps to convince them of the need to
start another life in their next incarnations. The reincarnations of people are controlled by God. Higher Justice determines what destiny each soul will have in its next incarnation. Souls are not reincarnated only in the bodies of people. Before that, every soul was embodied in the bodies of plants, and then animals. Only then does he
become mature enough to be born into the human body. Everyone should know that before he or she was born as a person, he or she lived in the bodies of plants and then animals. It is important to be aware of this in order to understand the fact that any plant or animal we see is like a baby soul growing and maturing to be born later as a
human being. Young souls who grow in the bodies of plants and animals also go through their stages of growth and development; That's why we should treat them with love! When we have to use plants, we must do so carefully and without causing them unnecessary damage! We must understand that for people who have risen above
the level of predatory animals, it is necessary to avoid killing animals and eating their meat. Following the principle of unprepared nutrition is one of the most important conditions of ethical and clean life. Everyone should know that! Lamp 4: Ethics is the first step of purification The One who knocks on the door of the Truth, who wants to
come up and enter the Temple of Divine Existence, must have the purest ethics. Ethics was not invented by priests in order to control the crowd. It is the Divine Law that allows you to ascend to the Light. This is the first run you can't slip away! A man who has not accepted ethical laws and has not made them part of his existence cannot
rise to the Light, even if he has great power. One of the first steps in self-training is the acceptance in one life of unmanageable nutrition from both points of view: ethical and energy. The one who is able to love will not lead to the slaughter of those beings who feel pain intensely; one who is qualified to love will not eat the body of animals!
The ascetic commandments of the orphysics were strict and full of meaning: Whoever started the Path must fight evil in himself! Thoughts must be pure! The purity of thought is the basis of righteous action. All actions without exception must be fair! Virtue does good! Virtue serves God by helping in your progress on the road to light! The
one who breaks the harmony brings destruction and death to himself and to others. To create harmony is to give people love and beauty. The brevity of the sage shows the beauty of calmness. Heroes are those who defeat the monsters of hatred, fear, revenge, discord, laziness and pride! People's misfortune in them provided their flesh.
On the narrow boundaries of the body the soul can carry only a miserable existence! The soul that lives in the body is always depressed! Even after death, such a soul will not be free from this state! The only solution is to strive for the first and pramos to divine perfection! In the high ascension of the soul, it is possible to find a Blessing, for
the pursuit of Perfection becomes a reality in practice, for the Union with the Light of the Creator! The Saint or the Enlightened is the One who has found the Divine Light and become Her, even in his material body. Lamp 5: Love is the state of God; whoever walks along the Path approaches the Creator through the steps of Love. There is
a place where God can be in man: it is the central anachata of the chakra, the birthplace of the spiritual heart. The spiritual heart can and should become the abode, at the center of divinity in every person. Here you can begin to develop love as a state of mind. When we work for God, our love for Him grows. When we love Him, we
approach him directly. In the thinnest worlds, there are no distances in the earthly sense; God enters the life of every soul that loves Him. The spiritual heart is the source of heshihia or inner silence. The spiritual heart is also the door to light. When this door is open, God, who is Love, fills Him with the shining silence of such a soul! Love
flows from the spiritual heart of this man and fills life in and around it with light and peace, harmony and tranquility! In omorphic teachings, the discovery of the spiritual heart was important for creating a vulture for the soul. The sound of the entire spectrum of positive emotions in the seven-way lyre of the human body is tuned to the help of
the spiritual heart. Seven chakras of the body can sound harmonious only if they are in tune with the love state of the heart! And then, playing on your own instrument, that is, the body, with the soul of light, it is possible to evoke in listeners those emotional states that are transmitted by one, as a spiritual light. It is the ability to transform
the surrounding space, filling it with love and harmony. And the power of this skill will grow with Soul. Lamp Six: Man-God Is Possible! The incarnate person can be released from prison of the body and be chained to dense matter. It can also begin to live in the Divine Light, perceive itself as the Divine Light, and act from the Divine Light.
However, such An ascent to the Light can only be realized if it wants to achieve this Light. The combination of Divine Freedom and Divine Immortality awaits someone who lives impeccably and knows Unity with the Creator! The purpose of such a man is to be the Messiah embodied by the Messenger of the Creator and to bring to the
people of higher knowledge, as well as to guide the worthy so that they can have their new Birth in the Light. Having a material body, it is also possible to rise to the highest level of consciousness development and become a Man-God, that is, Part of the Creator. God-man can show not only Divine Subtlety, Purity and Wisdom, but also
divine Power for the embodied people! God is the Messiah. Lamp Seven: Creativity is a way to turn the Soul into a Creative Flame Man can approach the state of divinity through creativity embracing art. Art has a great power of influence. Those who have reached the Union with the One have the opportunity to influence other souls with
the fire of the Soul itself through art. Creation is very useful for the development of the soul! When a person learns art, whether it is music, dance, sculpture or something else, he masters the skills and abilities of the creator and gradually absorbs particles from the qualities of the Creator! Creative work also gives you a great opportunity to
learn to love. And love, in turn, helps to dominate creativity. What you believe without love is a dead creation. The soul can really create only when it burns with love. Such love is sometimes called inspiration. Only love allows you to understand, learn and show the laws of Harmony. The inner beauty of the artist and the power of his
inspiration are not the gifts of the gods, but the result of the work of the soul to transform himself into Light. God created a manifested world according to the laws of Beauty. And the beauty of nature proves it! The beauty of dawn and dusk; The beauty of the perfection of flowers and trees; The beauty of different animals; The beauty of
transparent unusualness and the depth of the oceans; the beauty of the majesty of the mountains and the flow of the rivers, all this constantly speaks to us, of the greatness and beauty of Creation! However, the beauty of the perfect human soul and her body were not recognized (most modern people) as a manifestation of the Great Plan
of the Creator. The human soul has a great opportunity; The opportunity to participate in God's work; the possibility of creating with Him! This occurs when the flame of the creative flame, lit by the United Divine Flame, begins inside the soul. This can be done not only in literature, music, dance, painting, sculpture and architecture, but also
in physics, biology and the study of the principles of interaction of subtle and dense worlds... Thus, it is possible to develop the creative aspect of oneself as a conscience and become more like the Creator! Ptahotep I arrived in Egypt with Toth Atlanta. I was among the Atlantes who were sent there by primitive consciousness before
Atlantis sank in the ocean. After that I went there twice. The highest knowledge was brought to the land of Egypt by the great Toth. I was one of those who continued my work. I repeated the Divine Truth to people who were at different levels of development. I have maintained the purity of the Higher Initiations and tried to make ethical
laws accessible and understandable to all people. Over the centuries, people have explored the treasures and wisdom of Egypt. They searched for material means of cognition, studying the testimonies and testimonies of ancient history: papyrus, pills and mummies. However, there is that living knowledge of which pyramids, tombs and
sphinx are silent, for these colossus materials of the ancient world, but signs that higher knowledge did exist in Egypt. The knowledge I am talking about did not belong solely to ancient Egypt, Greece or India. It was universal knowledge of the Indivisable God. This was not the discovery or property of any particular nation, state or
civilization. This is one for everything that exists in the universe, and not just for our planet. During the heyday of The Atlantic civilization, many of the people embodied there possessed this great knowledge. In this society it was possible to explain the laws of the Evolution of the Divine Spirit in the universe to new generations. When
Atlantis sank in the ocean We sought to preserve this knowledge in different countries on different continents. To this day, we continue to do the same. Now I will try to remove the shells from myths and legends, turning away from what makes sense to open and deploy for modern people, for those who want to transform and meet an
indivisible God. Yes, even now it is possible to catch up on everything that was written thousands of years ago, and hear it directly from those who wrote these ancient secret texts. This is because divine Souls can speak at any time! So, those who are ready to listen, listen! For many people on Earth, it's time to know what was a mystery!
It is time to wake up for many of you; moment of awakening from the dream of ignorance and lack of conscience! We present this knowledge not to historians, but to those who seek to rise to the Light and live in the Existence without borders, filling themselves with the Higher Consciousness. The open path to this knowledge is to purify
oneself as a soul and follow-up self-reafation, the goal of which is to learn the subtle world and the subtlest worlds. This work can lead to the Union with Divine Consciousness 1, the Creator. It is a Union in which the soul does not lose the ability to perceive itself, although it can do so out of a state of total Unity. Knowledge of the treasure
of Ancient Egypt See from the heart, listen from the heart, and you will hear the Voice of God, and you will see the eternally brilliant Sun of God! God Is the Father and Mother of All Men. He creates everything with His Power, guaranteeing the life of all living things. God is one. The whole crowd of Divine Souls speaks of consuno as one
mouth. God has not left this world: He is here. He continues to create all things according to his will. Nothing exists without Him! It is like a boundless ocean of living Light or like an infinite Sun. Anyone who has seen this Light has touched the Truth. God's perfection is perfect. But His Perfection is not a dead immutability. On the contrary,
your life is a continuous development! God, like the Divine Consciousness, grows, absorbing each of those who have achieved Unity with Him! Everyone can receive Divine Perfection, because the one who created people is so desires! Becomes a Perfect Man means becoming like the Creator and teaming up with Him. The light of the
Great Primitive Light is similar to the Air of Freedom. The one who inhales that the Air knows the Infinity of Depth! Darkness attracts darkness... It's dark in a place where there's not enough light. Darkness reigns where divine Love is forgotten. So know the Power of Light! The choice between darkness and Light is yours. But remember
that only light itself exists, while darkness is the absence of Light. Transforming into The Man of Truth, and the Light will open itself to you! Find Love in your heart and you will continue to live in the Light! Light can become your home, but it will only be possible when you turn yourself into Love. The sun rises in the morning and sets at
dusk, but for those who know the Creator, the Sun of God always shines. Even in the darkness of the night, the living Sun of God shines for those who know Him! The heart of the human spiritual heart is a place where two worlds can be found: the material and the Supreme. The spiritual heart of man is the portico of the entrance into the
Heart of God, to the Creator. The flame of Universal Love can unite the spiritual heart of man with the Heart of God! God speaks to those who remain in the silence of the heart. However, this silence does not mean only that one should stop talking idly. Learning not to speak idle is only the first lesson of silence, while true silence is known
in the space within a developed spiritual heart filled with Love. ... When the soul is confused, it becomes dark and heavy. When there is peace in it, there too is clarity. To gain the clarity and peace of the soul, it is necessary to have pure intentions and thoughts, as well as peace of mind. To gain skill in this world, you need to surrender
your mind to the authority of the spiritual heart. The spiritual heart of man must become as subtle and huge as heaven. Only then can this man become like the Creator and pass the door to His House. God always comes to the call of those who love Him. To have Him call it this: The Owner and the Master of the World, my heart belongs
to you! With your gifts of ecstasy, you satisfy and quench my thirst for you! You are the Tenderness of the Love of the Father and Mother for those who know you in their hearts! On the other hand, those who do not know that you are orphans, even if they still have parents... Just your name, like drinking water for the thirsty! Enter my
heart! I clean it up and expand it for you! I indo you as an ecstatic air of freedom! The ethics of the Commandments of Good must be carved into the tablet of the soul! The rich are only one person whose wealth consists of good character and wisdom! This wealth cannot be deducted by either the thief, nor he is exhausted in old age, nor
with the death of the body disappearing! These riches grow with good deeds and remain with the soul in the intangible worlds. Modesty is one of the best decorations of man and virtue! It's not enough to come back well forever. Good must always be done! And it is important to learn to understand what is good for every soul. Teh cause
harm exist in the dark. Even when everything around him is filled with Light, those whose thoughts are full of anger cannot see the Light! Destroy the thrill of self-anger! One who hates brings destruction to himself and others! Remove bad thoughts from your mind! Stay away from the evil people! Avoid evil people, but don't feel disgusted
with them! On the contrary, feel compassion, knowing how difficult it will be for them to find the balance of their destiny with acts of kindness... Grow flowers of love in your heart! Do not treat any creature carelessly, without love! Every thing and every being is here according to God's will! Every being of it must be respected! Anyone who
wants to help others lead an ethical lifestyle should be an example to them! Every time you get upset about the words of the interlocutor, you break the harmony, including your own. Search and correct your own weaknesses, so others shouldn't need to criticize you! Don't try to criticize others! It will be very vile for you if you become an
ever-irritated person who blames everyone! It is better to strive to see all the qualities of each person and to support the best of those that he has. The fate of the union of a man and a woman is born a child. But what the body of the soul will receive is what is determined by God. God sends a very specific soul to each new body. Their fate
exists as an opportunity, defined by the peculiarities of this soul and its actions in their past lives. There is a lot to change in one's own destiny, for fate is God's plan, conceived on the basis of what will be better for this soul, given its past. However, it is one, in itself, who writes the reality of his own destiny, every day and right now. When,
if not now, will you decide to start transforming? When the sunset is approaching in the sky of your life, you may not have enough time to do what is most important! Don't waste your time! This event of your life will never happen again! Every moment of your life has a purpose, and if you don't satisfy it, you leave your body indebted!
Therefore, you accumulate in your destiny the debts of those things that should have been done, but they were not made... What you call unhappiness or fortune in your life is nothing more than the consequences of your past. If someone has not received retribution, or a good deed of someone, do not think that God is blind! Everyone
reaps the benefits of their actions your time! Nothing goes unnoticed by God! Evil will not touch the one who fulfills his goal, who is a pure soul now and so he was in the past. The problems will go away on their own, and they will not haunt the persistent traveler who aspires to the Light! The judgment of the soul is the study of his life by
God, who weighs on the balance of justice all his good and evil deeds. Here's how you get a summary of the soul's life on Earth. Everyone bears full responsibility for himself in the face of God. De-incarnation is not the death of being, but the transition to another life, to another modality of the existence of the soul. And it is possible to live
on earth in such a way that this transition leads to the continuation of life in the Light! Wisdom The first step towards wisdom is the desire to know. Souls of bad temper and have not yet developed indifferent to knowledge. They live and die without even waking up to a conscious life. Knowledge is necessary for the development of wisdom
in the soul. It is good to have different knowledge. However, don't be proud of yourself for having a lot of things! Consider the fact that you are mature because of the knowledge gained by others. Recapacita, and recognize that your current knowledge belongs not only to you, but to all people. Give them a helping through this donation!
Wisdom grows a little. As you develop, you can touch more and more deep layers of knowledge and use it with more and more wisdom. Wisdom is not given to you as a gift, but is acquired through your experience of learning and love. Wisdom can only be gained by those who illuminate the accumulated knowledge with the love of their
hearts. This is because not the mind, but the spiritual heart, is the essence of each person. Laziness destroys your life source, your vitality, your energy of life. Idleness will not bring you freedom. He can not give happiness to the soul, but only chained him to the shackles of boredom. Your life force may be lost, it can be wasted or wasted
if you do not know why you live on Earth... You must learn to distinguish between what is necessary, useless and harmful in your life. You can only get freedom through a lot of effort! You must always continue God's work! You have to work every day creating beauty! Wisdom is cultivated through acts of kindness! And success comes to
those who know the possibility of action. God's Will can manifest itself through anyone. However, those who know God show His Higher Will in a fully conscious manner. language must serve to tell the truth. The pronunciation of idle words is a violation of harmony. Speech, full of peace and words of truth, are the hallmarks of a sage. It's
more useful to hear than to talk. Those who have learned to listen may develop the ability to listen to God. Those who have learned to listen to God receive the keys to knowing Him. Those who have learned to listen to God can speak of God. The art of the word can be great! Words can not only carry knowledge, but also open the Way to
Light to the listeners. In this case, the listener, who has already met with I Superior, will understand them. Those who are still in ignorance but pure will feel the touch of the Truth. And the one who surrenders to the darkness will escape... The conclusion of the history of Egypt held both the light of truth and perversion in the form of black
magic. For a soul that has not been cleansed of its shortcomings, power becomes a crushing burden! Those who really want to come closer to God, to know Him, to unite with Him and to serve Him, must have the absolute purity of the soul, including self-denial, love for the Creator and all living beings in Creation, as well as greater
courage and greater self-control. ... In the Egyptian temples of that time, the higher methods of consciousness development were kept in their purity for a long time. This was done in order to avoid perversion of this knowledge and its use by evil people for their own selfish and perverse purposes. That is why spiritual education at the
highest level was given exclusively to selected worthy candidates. Otherwise, knowledge was transmitted in the form of rituals and symbols, so that only intelligent seekers could decipher them in the future. Here's an example: a gold necklace on the shoulders of the pharaoh. (The pharaohs of that time were, in fact, atlantis of Divinity, and
the Egyptians knew it.) It was a symbolic representation of one of the highest meditations, in which man perceives the material world as a huge necklace, and deeper than this world there is an infinite Spiritual Heart of one, anti-suicide with the Heart of the Absolute, from which the pure and gentle Flame of the Divine Love of the Creator
emanates into the shown world. ... I want to emphasize once again the need for a very cautious approach to the selection of candidates who want to master the highest practical methods of consciousness development! They should be worthy of it! Comments app: Someone who has not yet felt a living God has not yet lived as a human
being! Egyptian priests call living dead 'living dead' who were not perceived as souls. These people were slaves to their flesh while their bodies lived on Earth. Such people now also exist... And they continue such hot lives after the death of their bodies... But the predestination of each person is to know God, to develop consciousness, and
to prepare for the Union with divine Consciousness; with the Creator, the Greatest Power, which governs every part of the universe. The creator created life here on Earth, just for that purpose! And people were created by Him, so that each of them could know the finest worlds and, by improving and developing themselves even more,
they became Particles of Primordial Consciousness. The multidimensional universe is similar to a building, consisting of many floors. The same structure is inherent in the human body. And man is able to move in the space of his multidimensional organism with his concentration as consciousness. When the soul grows and develops
consciously, it uses these floors to know the whole. When the human body is filled with supreme subtlety and power, such a person can permeate all multidimensional building, act inside it and grow on the thinnest floors of it, preparing to show Divinity. In other words, one can study the nature of multidimensionality first within oneself, and
then experience the greatness and beauty of the United Power, which is present everywhere and controls everything. Yes, man contains a small particle of absolute energies in its potential and can grow and choose in what state of energy he wants to exist. Man can consciously move from one of these sexes from the Absolute to the
other, and then know the SubtleSt: the Creator, who is the Basic Base of Totality, the Base, living under each thing in the depths of multidimensional space. Thus, man develops as a soul and defines the sex in which he will live in the future. How does this happen? ATTRACTION is the law of Evolution, which, among other things, allows
identical consciousnesses to unite or unite with each other. Each soul moves and lives, placing itself in light, darkness or darkness. The state in which the soul is accustomed to remain determines its sex-layer in a multidimensional universe. And if a person is full of rude emotions, it is as if the transparent vessel is filled with a dense and
dark physical state: the soul has become heavy, rough and attracts that sex in which everything is imbued with the same state of consciousness. But if tenderness and love shine in the soul, it brings her closer to the subtle worlds and Man, as a soul, can develop a habit of living in a certain floor and will grow as consciousness in this field,
whether from hell, from heaven or the abode of the Creator. Thus, the opportunity to live and grow in any of these sexes was arranged by the Creator in the soul. Understand, O people, that the reason for the ubiquity and omniscience of the Holy Spirit and the Creator is that they are everywhere and forever! God is here and now. And He
has been and will always be present in eternal time! God is everywhere in infinite Creation: He is the Infinite Ocean of The SubtleSt Consciousness-Light- is under every atom! It is also present where you are now! Its unlimited ocean always lies under every atom in your body! Oh people, know His Omniscience and Omnience! However,
know that those who seek to achieve this Union with all their souls and who have developed themselves to the necessary degree can only be admitted to the abode of the Creator. The door to the Creator's abode lies within you: in your delicate spiritual heart, full of Love and Light. This is where this passage opens; this passage that
connects the world of people with the Primitive World. There, in the immenseness of the Creator's Light, you can contemplate and know His Presence, you can merge with Him in the Embrace of Love and become the Messenger of the Creator. ... From the transparent subtlety, other floors of space can be seen from the depths. On the
contrary, from unclean, dark and rough sexes thin are invisible, invisible. ... These structures of the human body, which allow a person to know the universe within himself, are given exclusively to man during his incarnations! The soul, born in the body of an animal, does not have all these possibilities for its development. Therefore, people
should not look for the typical life of animals, getting the right to be embodied in the human body! Elizabeth Heitch - On the importance of spiritual knowledge with humility and deep gratitude, I accept toth of the Atlanteans to participate in this book. I also played Atlantis, but this incarnation was not significant: then I was too unprepared to
accept higher knowledge. Therefore, I have the right to consider myself only a former Atlant but not a Divine Atlanta... I was able to reach The Light later, in incarnation in ancient Egypt. Then I was the daughter of a true Divine Atlantis and an Egyptian. I later described this and my following incarnations in my autobiographical book
Dedication. The last of these incarnations took place in Europe in the twentieth century. I have dedicated myself to preaching the highest knowledge of Atlantis to the people of the modern world. I wanted to convey this knowledge in a simple language that many people understand. I have spoken and continue to speak now about its
universal character, not only for all the peoples of the Earth, but for the entire universe. I would like to start with a few words about good and evil. Many people believe that the existence of evil in the world is an injustice that denies or denies the existence of God! However, this is not the case! The choice between good and evil is a
personal choice of the direction of life made by each person. And every person makes this choice not only once in a lifetime, but every day, every hour. Consciously or not, each person makes decisions for himself, choosing the direction of his movement: to the Creator, or from Him. God will not force anyone in these cases! ... The
existence of an explicit world is determined by the existence of a multidimensional structure of the Absolute. Creation manifested itself in the condensation of the Absolute Part by the Creator. Yes, the Absolute has the thinnest part - the United Primitive Consciousness, the Creator - and there is also a dense part - matter. And the
existence of a dense stone in the Absolute is not bad! This stone is only an element of the material plane formed by the Creator. What is tight is also part of the Absolute, a very low part, but serves as a support or bearer of life that develops in Creation. This is the fundamental raison d'etre of what is dense! Various representatives of
human filth also play a role in the universal process of Evolution. I will not go into more detail on this topic now, as Vladimir Antonov has written enough about it in his books. In this regard, it is better to talk about another issue: the human soul should not become as dense as matter! Unfortunately, this is what is happening now with a lot of
people who consider themselves nothing but a material body! And this leads to a strengthened (or obsessive) conscience, evolutionary decline and movement - from an evolutionary point of view - in the opposite direction in relation to God! Plants and animals take their steps in the evolution of souls. But people should not live the life of a
plant or animal, because the opportunities that he or she gets through embodiment in the human body, allow it to maintain a much higher standard of living! Every person who has received a human body at birth should strive to be worthy of being called human beings! The human body is a structure that allows you to cover the distance
between the state of the ordinary person and the state of God. All high levels of consciousness evolution - even the Union with the Creator - can only be achieved in the human body! It is indeed possible to know God and to merge with Him in all his manifestations! A large number of Heroes have crossed this Path and demonstrated with
their lives that it is possible! As the soul grows in the course of its evolution, it raises important questions and is raised from a certain stage of its development. Thus, a person must understand that she is like a person and what is the meaning of life? Who am I? Why am I here? What should I do? These are questions that inevitably arise
before a soul that has become mature enough to think about this issue. True theoretical knowledge about God, man, and the meaning of our life on Earth can help such a person understand this. And the sooner you understand, the better! Let's give an opportunity for this knowledge to be included in the curriculum! It would be easy to
develop them based on this and other similar books! Later, as an adult, let each person with his efforts in spiritual development begin to perceive himself as an evolving soul (and not just accept this truth with intelligence). Man must also analyze his qualities of the soul. Realizing that he is now, this person may begin to desire to change,
as he continues to receive appropriate spiritual knowledge. After all, the final predestination of man to become the Supreme Self is to become the One We are, and he or she can achieve this by merging with the United Divine Consciousness! I explain that God is both One and Multiple in the Aspect of the Creator. He is the totality of all
those who knew him. They exist in one abode: the primitive and thinnest layer of multidimensional space. ... This path of self-reafation is long. Being on it, the traveler must know the laws of ethical purity, and then make them sprout in his life, expand and develop the spiritual heart, learn to live continuously in them, to become the right
hand in control of states of consciousness and perform many other things. The soul, which on this Path has become a great spiritual heart, will continue its life under the direct Divine Guidance. From a certain level of development comes, for a person who develops successfully, time to meet with Kundalini. Through soul like that can
combine all the best that has been accumulated by her in her previous incarnations with this part of consciousness that has been embodied in, and fixed with, the current body. Working with Kundalini, you will be able, among other things, to see your past and your future during the Consciousness-Light flowing through your body. In
addition, you will be able to see the tasks that need to be completed and possible situations that can help you in this. The experience of awakening, unpacking and directing Kundalini through the body is a very important step on the Spiritual Path. Through this step, spiritual seekers can, among other things, experience, for the first time
and very vividly, the Union with their own energy. This gives them a reference to the subtle state in which they must learn to live. This is the subtlety inherent in the Creator. However, there is still a long way to go from knowing this manifestation of Asman to the Union with the Creator. What allows search engines to move forward? It is an
enduring, unforgiving desire to achieve Unity in Love with Him, the Master Beloved, as well as special meditative methods that provide additional development of consciousness and the ability to unite with others of conscience. This stage of work cannot be considered complete until The One with the Creator becomes a natural state. Then
the next steps of self-development will be revealed for the seeker... This means a continuous direct sequence of the transmission of knowledge, from the embodied teachers to their embodied disciples, in this spiritual school. However, the direct transfer of knowledge from the carefree or embodied Divine Masters to his spiritual children,
his successors, always exists. The eternal Teachings of God are reborn, over and over again, in all cases, when each subsequent soul develops in the Union with the Creator; and then it comes from His knowledge of God and the Path to Him, of people. What Vladimir Antonov has done is one of those revivals and dissemination for the
modern people of the Universal Teaching of God. Vladimir Antonov - Articles and lectures on yoga The word yoga means the Union of Individual Human Consciousness (Soul) with Primitive Consciousness (also called the Creator, God's Father, Adi Buddha, Tao, Allah, Ishwara, Svarogo and other names of different human languages).
The path to this Higher Goal and the specific steps and options for progress along the way are also marked by the word yoga. This term is identical to the word Religion. Among the trends of yoga: - jnani yoga: yoga wisdom: the study of the nature of existence and the theory of spiritual growth. - Karma Yoga: Yoga of the Right Actions:
Devotion to God, The Evolution of Universal Consciousness, which is carried out including individual souls of incarnated people; there should be no selfish motivation during this activity. - Hala Yoga: the practice of ethical, biochemical and bioenergy optimal nutrition; this is important, first, because for successful spiritual growth we need
healthy bodies, and secondly, because consciousness grows using the energy the body receives from food; This is due to the processes of sublimation of food into the energy inside the body; Of course, we need to grow as consciousness, using subtle energy, not the brute energy that separates us from the Primordial Consciousness; the
use of alcohol, nicotine and other psychedelics, harmful to the health of the body and consciousness, is unacceptable. Agni Yoga: The Teachings of the Divine Masters through Elena Roerich; they contain a powerful call for people to begin spiritual search and spiritual self-development, to seek the guidance of the Divine Masters-
Hierarchies of the Supreme Spirit and the Union with Primitive Consciousness; however, the specific methodology for achieving this goal was not described by Elena Roerich: she was not interested in such procedures. Bhakti Yoga: various methods that help to form an emotional love for the Creator in the seeker; Bhakti yoga includes
ritual forms of worship; However, it should be understood that the realization of the goals of this yoga is impossible without the development of the organ of emotional love, that is, the spiritual heart; It is also necessary to understand that in order to learn to love the Creator, we must first learn to love His Creation; Kriya Yoga: A Path of
Ethical and Energetic Cleansing; along the way, it is possible to cleanse oneself, through meditative methods, everything that is not supreme, everything that observes the sublime and deepest Divine Essence of Man (Asman or I The Higher); the term kriya yoga was coined by the Great Divine Babaji; then kriya yoga was distributed by
Mahasai, Yukteshwar, Yogananda and, now, us; It is important to emphasize that the full implementation of bhakti yoga and yoga kriya programs was recently preached by Satya Sai Baba's avatar. - Barking yoga is actually the same as kriya yoga; laya means dissolution: dissolution of individual me or individual consciousness in the
United Self The Creator and the Absolute; the emphasis here is on developing oneself as a spiritual heart, on the purification of the body, mind and consciousness, on the sense of harmony, love, subtlety and infinity of the Divine Consciousness, in the perception of His incessant guidance, and then in alliance with Him; In this case, the
lower Self is replaced by the Higher Self. The latter can be divided into the following three main stages: hatha yoga: a preparatory stage that includes initial methods to make the body healthy, dominating the concentration of attention and preparing the body's energy structures for the next important stages of work. - Raja Yoga: its
methods allow to completely cleanse the basic chakras and meridian systems of the body; they also help to achieve purity and harmony throughout the energy cocoon that surrounds the human body. - Buddhist yoga: a system of methods of meditative self-development outside the body and cocoon; it allows us to fully realize the Higher
Purpose: knowing God in all its manifestations and allying with Him. All people differ from each other by the following basic criteria: (a) psychogenetic age: the total age of the soul as the sum of all its human incarnations, and b) ontogenetic age: age in the current incarnation, which largely determines the ability to adequately assimilate
incoming information. On this basis, all those who wish to follow the Spiritual Path can choose the most appropriate methods of spiritual development for the present moment. It would be appropriate for those who have mastered the ethics and intellectual components of the Spiritual Path to begin to work with the psycho-energy
transformation of themselves. It is worth noting that people who have not yet fully switched to ethically correct nutrition, i.e. those who do not completely abstain from all meat or fish products, should not try to master the methods of hatha yoga and, especially, raja yoga and buddha yoga. Otherwise, consciousness is tempered; this leads
them not to primitive consciousness, but in the opposite direction. Krishna in Bhagavad-Gita said the following about choosing the right methods of self-development: 12:8. Send your thoughts to Me, immerse yourself in Me as a conscience: then, in truth, you will live in Me. 12: 9. But if you're not able to correct your thoughts constantly on
me, try to get to Practicing yoga exercises ... 12:10. If you are unable to do yoga exercises at all at all, you will devote yourself to serving me by performing only the actions that are necessary for Me; and you will come to Perfection. 12:11. If you cannot do even that, come with me to the Union, giving up the personal benefit of your
activities; think of yourself that way. In conclusion, we learn the main milestones in the upper stages of yoga, i.e. raja yoga and Buddha yoga. And let us pay attention to the complete correspondence of what has just been said with the Teachings of the Divine Masters: Toth Atlant, Pythagoras, Krishna, Jesus Christ, Babaji, Satya Sai Baba
and others. Highlights of Raja Yoga 1. To master the relaxation of the body, mind and consciousness. 2. Psychophysical exercises that lay the foundation for the correct development of the emotional sphere. 3. Cleaning and developing chakras. Priority in this work should be given to the discovery and development of the chakra anahate,
the original vessel of the spiritual heart. 4. Work on cleaning and developing the main meridians (central meridian, sushi, vajrini, chitrini, anterior meridian, microcosmic orbit), clearing the partition between the land and the central meridian. 5. Clean the energy cocoon surrounding the body. 6. Clarification of consciousness through art
techniques, among others. 7. On the basis of all this, the mastery of mental self-regulation, which contributes to the practical implementation of the ethical principles proposed to us by God. The main observational principles of Buddha yoga: in Buddha yoga, work is done in the respective natural landscapes, including in places of power. 1.
Expanding the spiritual heart. The development of his hands. 2. Mastering the Union with the Holy Spirits in Pranawa's meditation. 3. It is not I (Nirodhi or Niroda) who can master the state in divine spatial dimensions. 4. Mastering hesichia, inner silence. 5. Strengthening the center of power of the organism (formation of a hare, a unit
consisting of low dentist chakras; mastering methods of its further development). 6. Volcano Meditation. Familiarity with the Divine Fire; cleansing the body with this Fire. 7. Familiarity with the Manifestations of the Divine Masters in the form of Mahadoblov. Communication and union with them. 8. Kundalini unpacking. 9. Formation of
dharmakaya. 10. Practical study of the structure of the Absolute. NAM meditation. 11. Formation of Mahadobl himself. 12. Wall, Pyramid and Temple Meditations. 13. Working with segments. 14. Paramatman's domain. 15. Develop the ability to enter the state of union with Primitive Consciousness in His abode and leave it to Creation in
order to help incarnate beings. 16. The final purification of the matter of the body by divine Fire. God calls this Path open and carefully studied by us under His direct orientation, the Divine Path of the Spiritual Heart or the Direct Way. You can go even further in this... Faith and Knowledge The basis of faith is our trust in what we hear or
read. This also applies to religious topics. In terms of knowledge, it is acquired primarily on the basis of its practical experience. There are many different kinds of religious faith. On the contrary, religious knowledge is one and universal, although there are different levels, more or less profound, of this knowledge, and there may be errors of
some spiritual seekers. Personal knowledge of oneself and God is what enables an intellectually developed person to receive high and higher spiritual achievements. Faith is necessary for many people in the early stages of their spiritual development, because it lays the foundation for its pursuit of knowledge. Church ritualism is the most
common socially established form that helps to acquire and strengthen faith. Religious rituals can be more or less reasonable and effective. Some rituals can help you feel the presence of God. Others, on the other hand, may be considered criminals; such are, for example, those that are associated with bloody victims or those that are
aimed at harming others (black magic rituals). In addition, it should be taken into account that against the background of ritualism believers are always offered some ideology characteristic of this religious movement. This ideology can range from the true teachings of God to hatred of humanity dressed in religious clothing. But even in the
case of the best religious rituals, at some stage of self-development a person begins to understand that God has never taught people ritualism! These are the people who invented the rituals and passed them on to the next generations! On the other hand, God does not need our rituals! He needs something completely different from us:
He needs us to develop himself (as souls)! And the bread of every day that Jesus offered to ask God is not food for our body, but the supreme spiritual knowledge and spiritual guidance of the Creator! What does every reasonable person think and ask: What does God want from me? How does He want me to be? Jesus Said: perfect, just
like your Heavenly Father is perfect! (Matthew 05:48). He also said, I knew the Father (John 17:25). Just as the Father knows me, so do I know the Father (John 10:15). Me and Father are alone (John 10:30). Hence, Learn (it) from me! (Matthew 11:29). What is the Perfection of the Creator? In order to find the answer to this question, it is
necessary, first of all, to understand that God the Father is not an old man, mounted on the cloud, as he is sometimes represented. He is the infinite Ocean of the thinnest Consciousness, inhabited in the depths of the Multidimensional Absolute. He is also an absolute Love, an absolute Wisdom, and an absolute force. This is what we
must learn from Him! And we should ask you to help us, first of all, with this task! It is necessary to begin this process of learning from God by studying the ethical principles offered by Him in order to change ourselves according to His Will. It is also important to understand what God is; Understand what a person is. understand what
human life is on Earth and what principles come true. After that, you can use methods to clean the body and its energy structures from energy pollution, as well as start work on the discovery and subsequent development of the spiritual heart. The latter provides an opportunity for worthy spiritual seekers to fulfill the commandments of
Jesus Christ quoted above. Love the Lord, your God! Love your neighbor! Love the Lord, your God, with all your heart, with all your soul and all your strength! (Deuteronomy 6:5), Love your neighbor as !... (Lion 19:18); these are two statements of the Bible made by Jewish prophets and repeated by Jesus Christ as the most important
commandments of God to the Jews in those ancient times (Matthew 22:37-39; Mark 12: 30-31; Luke 10:27). However, very few people are able to understand what these commandments mean, let alone their fulfillment! ... Now I remember how one day I turned to a seemingly good man, a young man who showed his love for nature ... ...
And love for nature is very important on the Path to spiritual development, because without a developed love for Creation it is impossible to fall in love with the Creator and approach Him through a state of mind! All other variants of love of God are nothing but self-deception or deception! The Creator does not accept the love for Him that
comes from a man who does not love His Creation! ... I suggested that this man familiarize ourselves with our materials in the ecopsychology-industry of science that make significant progress towards the practical realization of the aforementioned fundamental commandments of God. But the man replied: Thank you, but no. ... A
reasonable person learns God's commandments and makes an effort to transform himself according to them. The unreasonable worship only worships books where these commandments are written. A reasonable person understands the love of God as, among other things, the awareness of His teachings, which recommend that we
spiritualize ourselves, serve God, and seek to approach Him, our Supreme Beloved, through His knowledge and union with him in the arms of Love! And that's what a reasonable person is trying to do, while unreasonable... Just to beg for him, and trapped by some sect, He begins to hate everyone who thinks and speaks differently from
the ways that are common within this sect.... An unreasonable little man is not able to encompass with his mind all the greatness of the multidimensional universe: this person thinks about a much smaller scale. Words and thoughts about the invisible (for her) God frighten this man, and he begins to fantasize and create images of fables
about fictional gods and other forces that may be evil, harmful and punitive or, on the other hand, kind and protective. Thus, primitive pagan variants (i.e. folklore, people's) faith are created. On the contrary, a reasonable person, a man who realizes that the universe is infinite, knows that the Creator is not an invisible flying old man or
some other being. He is a living ocean of the Subtle Consciousness itself, which lives in the pristine depths of a multidimensional space and is in the process of its incessant development. He is one for all the people he has embodied on Earth, and for all other forms of life embodied and not embodied, in all outer space. And the laws and
principles of being offered to Him by all men are the same and the same for all. And, by the way, there are no dark forces that could compete with Him in power, because He is Almighty! Yes, the struggle between light and darkness is actually happening or may be taking place, first, within ourselves (this is our struggle against our
mistakes) and, secondly, outside of us, but under His complete control and for our sake (these are lessons involving evil beings embodied or unsolicited; lessons given to us by Him; lessons given to us by Him; Given to us by Im; Our Supreme Teacher). In order to help us withstand this struggle and to develop further, the Creator has
given us His that are the same across the universe. He repeatedly gave these Teachings to people on Earth at different times of human development in various historical configurations; so they had different accents. Everyone can read these Teachings, which we have integrated into the book and our other books and conferences.
However, people have also established sectarian religious associations based on concepts that are either absurd or represent various deviations from the Teachings of God, including their deliberate or involuntary perversions. Examples are satanic sects, where their members seek to protect the harmless forces of evil and seek to serve
them with all discussions; There are also sects where members of the church believe in national gods, and associations that use false ritualism instead of studying the Teachings of God and mastering the methods of self-reafing according to these Teachings. In addition, there are sects whose main fuls of confessions are terror against
infidels and incitement to drug use and suicide... It is to be expected that reasonable people will understand all this and understand, among other things, how absurd it is to sing endless prayers and make various religious bodily movements. By the way, God never taught them to people! And let's understand that He doesn't need it! He
needs a completely different thing from us: He needs us to strive for Perfection - I mean the commandment of Jesus Christ: Be perfect just like your Heavenly Father is perfect! (Matthew 05:48). He is directly interested in our Spiritual Excellence. Those who have reached the level of development of Love, Wisdom, and Power comparable



to Him, as well as the necessary subtlety of conscience, amaze him and therefore enrich Him with themselves. They don't make people better! The path to Perfection is something completely different: it is the development of oneself in the four parameters mentioned above! This and only this will be a true participation in religion (against
what so many people think)! We discussed the topic of the methodology of spiritual development in detail in many publications (1-3, etc.) and films. Among other things, we first made a thematic analysis of the Teachings of Jesus Christ (using the contents of the Apocryphal Gospels). So now we are not going to repeat the many other
basic commandments that Jesus gave us for the sake of our advancement to Instead, it makes sense here to talk about the two commandments of God mentioned at the beginning of this article. So how can you truly fall in love with the Creator with all your heart, with all your soul and all the power of one? How can one learn to love others
just as a person loves himself? And what is the heart in the context of spiritual issues? Some people try to find a spiritual heart in the material heart. Others fantasize that because the material heart is on the left breast, the spiritual heart must be located on the right side. Still others understand the spiritual heart not as a structure, but as a
set of all human emotions. They interpret the motto live with the heart simply as a life, not trying to control, nor regular with the mind and will, their own emotions of sexual passions, jealousy, envy, hatred, etc. This idea was adopted by the classics of the literature of the historical Soviet period in Russia, and many generations of
schoolchildren who studied this literature, were taught on this false idea... The majority of the adult population of our country also continues to think the same way today ... But, in fact, the spiritual heart is a real bioenergy, present - at least in its embryonic form, prone to development - in every person (just as it is present in all highly
developed species of animals: mammals, birds). Initially, it is located in the chakra anahata, that is, in the chest, where the lungs are located. It is a chakra where the spiritual heart can begin to develop and then, from this chakra, it grows into the outer side of the material body. The spiritual heart is fundamentally important on the Spiritual
Path because it generates emotions of heartfelt love, while other states are generated in other chakras. However, the right conditions must be created there. The natural growth of the spiritual heart occurs in situations that encourage us to feel joyful emotions of love - love for a loved one against the background of sexual intercourse, love
for children, love for peaceful animals, love for the gentle beauty of nature, worthy works of art of different genres, etc. There are also special methods that accelerate the growth of the spiritual heart. These are, first of all, psychophysical exercises. Later, you can practice meditation on the field of strength; subsequently learn direct
communication with representatives o Holy Spirits and begin to learn directly from them by agreeing with them and joining them. As a result of this work, the spiritual practitioner, who has been making such efforts for several years, becomes a gigantic and divinely thin spiritual heart, a heart that is incomparably larger than his material
body. It is only by becoming such a great and subtle Consciousness (Soul), which consists mainly of a spiritual heart developed to a divine level, does this person acquire the ability to easily interact with the Holy Spirits and the Creator in His Abode. Next is the Union with the Creator. Subsequent activity in creativity, dedicated to helping
embodied beings, is carried out by such a Man from a state of consubstantyality with the Creator. Appropriate methods of spiritual heart development are described by us in our films. But it is especially important to note that it is impossible to succeed in this work without intellectual correction of one's own emotional sphere and one's own
behavior. In order to destroy false patterns of reaction in ourselves, we must study God's respective recommendations over and over again and use the method of repentance. If we do not, we will not be able to pass the tests that our Divine Masters, the Holy Spirits, will offer to every person who moves along the Spiritual Path. ... Each of
us must also understand that we are not material bodies. We are the conscience (of the soul). We are embodied by God in material bodies only for the sake of our future development. But until we become large and properly developed consciousnesses, we will not be able to fully know that we are not identical to our bodies. ... There is a
widespread mistake characteristic of many esotelists, especially those trying to develop themselves through oriental martial arts. It consists of emphasizing the development of low dentist (hara): a complex of three lower chakras. Thus, they develop the power aspect of conscience, but without love or subtlety (these latter qualities are
present in this type of people only in good films, but not in reality) The power of consciousness is necessary, but it must develop after the aspect of love has developed, not before. Otherwise, it can be very difficult to avoid the growth of ethical defects in itself and tempering consciousness, which leads not to the abode of the Creator, but
to the darkness (in terms used by Jesus Christ), that is, to hell. The power of a properly developing soul is its unshakable power of love, directed at the Creator. This power allows us to renounce all attachments to the earthly, overcome all external obstacles on the Path to the Higher Purpose, and effectively perform the service to God
shown in spiritual service to people. Let's take a closer look at the topic of serving God in more detail. We have already noted that Universal Consciousness is constantly evolving. It makes up his life, and that's what interests you. For this she has included us - the souls she embodied in material bodies - in the process of His evolutionary
development. Therefore, the more intensively we develop, the better for the Universal Consciousness. This means that the highest form of service to God is to effectively help people develop spiritually. This is very important for a person who progresses spiritually to learn to live, testing himself as an integral part of the individual
evolutionary flow of the Universal Consciousness. In this case, I am not developing myself, but it is we, united, develop ourselves, we, like all souls, go to the Creator. Thus, a sense of anti-murder with all of them, and therefore with the purpose to which we go, we are left. This, in particular, allows you to get rid of your own self-centered
self and develop a complete and sincere disinterest in helping other people who are also dutch of this path. Moreover, in this situation I can't even think that someone is overpowering me or surpassing me in something, and so I have to stop this person. On the contrary, if someone moves faster than me in this stream, I help you move
faster than yourself! I can't even think about taking something away from others: me and we are one; we are me... The consubstanciality of souls united in this common evolutionary flow is represented in the second biblical commandment we mentioned. What is the most important thing in our lives What - objectively - the most important
thing in the life of every person on Earth? It is an understanding, from a philosophical point of view, of the meaning of one's life and ways to make it a reality. Without knowing this fundamental aspect of our existence, it is impossible to form the right worldview or, therefore, strategically plan your life! Even the right choice in every ethically
relevant situation depends on understanding the structure of the universe, the reasons for our existence in it and our tasks in it, both in terms of personal development and in their role in society. If all people had this knowledge, their lives would be much more harmonious, both in personal and social aspects. Such knowledge would
significantly reduce a range of selfish and aggressive actions, as well as drug abuse; People's health would be much better! And the fates of many peoples and countries will change significantly: these fates also depend on the attitude of the Creator to the ethics of the peoples of our planet. One would expect to find clear answers and
explanations on the subject in mass religious movements, but this is not the case. And in the absence of such fundamental knowledge, religious views inevitably become wrong and even wrong! What help can the followers of these religious movements receive from their pastors? Are these people just in the way of their teachers who are
selfish and lying or just intellectually underdeveloped? Now everyone can ask themselves: do the leaders of my religious organization have such knowledge? And some people will be able to understand that they belong to a sect, that is, to a religious association, the concepts of which were separated and deviated from the truth. In such
sects, pastors give various absurd answers to the question posed here. For example, they may respond evasively but with authoritarian voices that God will judge us according to our works: He will send some of us to heaven and others to hell. But let's think: does it make sense to create the whole material world and all people for such a
stupid purpose? Why would he want to do that? They can also say that we humans should not know what only God can know. There is an opinion in the literature that the Creator is tired of loneliness... And so, out of boredom, He decided to have fun in this way... The author of this idea is usually a reasonable person, unfortunately, knew
nothing about the Creator .... However, there is a real answer to this question. The Creator himself gave it through His Messengers-Messiah, sent to Earth. The answer consists of the following: Infinite in space and time Universal Consciousness, which remains in the thinnest layer (cosmic dimension, eon, loka) multidimensional universe
and is called the Creator, God the Father, Primitive Consciousness and other different names in different human languages, this Consciousness develops continuously, that is, develops. And souls (individual consciences) embodied in material bodies, we must be the main elements of this evolutionary process. In particular, as we do the
Wills of the Creator, given to us, in particular through the commandments of Jesus Christ, we must strive to become perfect just as our Heavenly Father is perfect (Matthew 5:48). If we do this, with His help and through our own efforts, we flow into Him, enriching Him with ourselves. It is through this absorption of the individual human
conscience that have reached Perfection as His Evolution continues! That is why He is interested in the spiritual growth of each of us. That is why He treats us like His Sons. And the well-being of each of us depends, first of all, on our love for Him. This love must manifest itself both in the emotions of love directed at Him and in our efforts
in personal development and service to Him. It should therefore be clear that true service to God is not to recite prayers and make certain bodily movements, but to help other embodied beings move towards our common goal. Helping everyone in all that is good!; Let's make this motto creed (fundamental axis or principle of life) for each of
us! This theme is detailed in our books and educational films, which are presented on our websites. The author of this article devoted decades of his life as a biological scientist to the study of this problem, and expanded biological research to carefree life forms. His work and that of his colleagues led to a broad overview of the structure of
the Multidimensional Absolute, an understanding of the essence of God, man, and other beings, and led to a description of the Creator's methods of cognition. Thus, a new branch of modern science was born - the methodology of spiritual development. This industry includes general theoretical knowledge, principles of ethical self-re-re-
regulation, the system of mental self-regulation and other stages of the development of consciousness through meditative learning. Today you can use this knowledge as much as you see fit at this stage of your life. And help other people in this! Buddhi yoga (conference provided in a place of strength) In places of power like this it is very
easy to understand what buddhi is, having experienced it as buddhi. Let me remind you of the meaning of the term. There is the word jiva, and there is the word buddhi (boddhi). What the Including? Both words can be translated as a soul, an individual consciousness. However, jiva is the soul in the usual sense of the word. Plants,
animals, humans have jivas. On the contrary, Buddhi is a soul that has been developed through special methods of spiritual work and which is much larger in size than the material human body. There is also the term Buddha yoga. It is a system of meditative methods that allow you to develop as a Buddhist. This is the highest level of the
path of psycho-energy consciousness development on the Path of Yoga. The term Buddha yoga was first used - in the literature we know in Bhagavad Gita. In it, Krishna, among other things, said: For them - always full of love - I give Buddha yoga through which they reach Me. By helping them, I have dispelled the darkness of ignorance
in their Asmans through the glare of knowledge. (Bhagavad Gita, Chapter 10:10-11). But knowledge of this highest level has always existed on Earth - in Atlantis, in ancient China and in other countries, although it was not available to everyone. Information about this can be found in our book Classical works of spiritual philosophy today.
Who's Buddha? These words, The Buddha and the Buddha, have the same origin. Buddha is a Buddhist, designed to perfection. How can you go to a Buddha state using Buddhist yoga techniques? What is a Buddha? How to develop it? The basis of the Buddhist is a developed spiritual heart. It begins to grow - either in favorable
conditions of normal life of sativism, or with the help of special auxiliary methods of spiritual work - from the anachata of the chakra in the chest, and later becomes much larger than the size of the material body. All the value that we have accumulated in other structures of the body (i.e. beyond the Anahata acre) is also connected with the
growing spiritual heart and flows into it; special Buddhist yoga techniques are used for this purpose. The Buddhi, formed in this way, is also called dharmakaya, the body for the Path. It is important to remember that a person is not a material body, but a soul, a conscience. The body is only a temporary human vessel used to transit through
the current stage of human evolutionary development. Thus, we can be both small souls and big souls who aspire to Perfection. The next great stage of Buddhist growth is to achieve the subtlety (or subtlety) of the same level as the subtlety of the Primitive Consciousness (Creator, God of the Father) and Such people are called
Mahatmas (Mahaatmas) or Buddhisattvas (Boddhisattvas). Primitive Consciousness can be seen as the thinnest Pure Light; Mahatmas-Buddisitva's qualities are the same. That is why they are also called Enlightened, that is, those who consist of the Divine Light. But in order to become a Buddha, this person must also learn to enter the
state of union with Primitive Consciousness, influencing him and dissolving in it. Thus, the most important defeats of Buddhist yoga are: a) the growth of the spiritual heart, b) the refinement of consciousness and c) mastering the methods of the Union with primitive Consciousness. Acquiring mastery in these three ways of working in
Buddha yoga provides an opportunity to enter the state of nirvana. Unfortunately, some people misunderstand the term nirvana. For example, there is an opinion that Nirvana implies the complete and final disappearance of individuality. No, it's a mistake. It is the only lower self that inhabits the ajna chakras in the head that disappears.
Instead, the Higher I - I of the Primordial Consciousness wins. And such Divine Personality can once again manifest itself in the world of souls, embodied as the Divine Teacher, Representative of primitive Consciousness. The aforementioned statement is confirmed with the utmost hallway by our conversations with the Founder of
Buddhism, Gautama Buddha, who has not disappeared from existence: He can be seen; you can hug him, communicate with him, and join him. Our conversations with Him, by the way, are published in the book Classic Works of Spiritual Philosophy and Today. What are the conditions and limitations of our progress on the Path to
Perfection? And what are the smaller steps on this Path that need to be emphasized? We have talked about this in detail in many of our books (in ecopsychology, mainly), in articles and in filmed lectures. So now I'm just going to mention them briefly. First, a person who wants to follow the Spiritual Path must study and accept the theory
of spiritual development, including its foundations - the ethics of relationships with others, with all living beings, and with God. It is also important to have knowledge of the purpose of our spiritual efforts; this goal is God in the Aspect of the First Consciousness, the Creator. Therefore, we need to understand what God is where you can find
Him. If there is no such understanding, it leads to what we see in many esoteric sects and circles: walking without moving forward; The Apostle Philip in his Gospel compared this to the activity of a donkey orbiting a millstone: a donkey walked in circles all day and found himself in one place at night. Another important thing that we need to
understand is that many people, even very good people, are not able to understand what we are exposing here: they are young souls, too young in their evolutionary development. It is too early for them to participate in serious spiritual work. Let them now grow into normal worldly activities; let them seek to enrich themselves with various
useful types of knowledge that help others in all the good things that seek to avoid inflicting even the slightest harm on others. Let us also allow them to develop spiritual hearts; it cannot harm them any harm. on the contrary, they can benefit greatly from it! No one can suffer by developing a spiritual heart. But the advantage can be great!
The next step, not suitable for everyone, is to use raja yoga techniques to clean up and develop the body's basic energy structures. These efforts can, among other things, eliminate many chronic diseases. But most importantly, without achieving bioenergy purity in the body, progress cannot be achieved in the task of refining
consciousness. (The quantitative growth of consciousness living in rough emotional states is the opposite way for the Creator: to hell.) And then a successful spiritual seeker acquires the ability to initiate rapid progress on the direct path to the Goal. This path, in general, consists in qualitative and quantitative development of oneself as a
spiritual heart - before, in particular, the Union with the Heart of the Absolute, which is the Primordial Consciousness. And let's try to see that throughout human history on earth, God has tried to explain the same thing to people. This was taught by the Divine Masters of Atlantis Pythagoras, Juan Di, Lao Jie, Krishna, Gautama Buddha,
Jesus Christ, Babaji Haidahan, Satya Sai Baba... However, people invented their own versions of religion and created various sects where the Teachings of God were sometimes perverted until they became just the opposite. So let's study and do what God offers us! Lower Me and Higher Self (Conference Given Instead of Power) What
Is Me? It doesn't matter now. I if the bottom or the top. I am the subject of self-awareness, a subject that feels. But to feel... What, and feel whose? It's about yourself as a conscience; consciousness, which is a special kind of energy capable of perceiving itself. Conscience is the soul. And the conscience is equally human in itself, while
our bodies are only our temporary homes, the purpose of which is to help us in our evolutionary progress. Sometimes someone asks, Why is it impossible to develop without embodiment in these bodies? It would probably be a lot easier! But no. The body, with its digestion and other biological processes, is, among other things, an energy
converter. It is designed so that the energy of the food we eat can become the energy of consciousness, and this ensures its growth. And the growth of individual consciousness is the main element of the Common Evolutionary Process that takes place in the universe. We must try to see ourselves as part of them and see our role and
responsibility to our common Creator for all our decisions and actions. Where is consciousness (soul) in the body of a normal person? Most often it is in the head. And ajna chakra, located in the center of the head, creates a sense of me. Applying spiritual methods of work to itself makes it possible for rapid qualitative transformation, as
well as quantitative growth of consciousness. And consciousness, transformed and developed in this way, soon becomes capable of existence, which is relatively independent of its body, and learns to move from one material object to another, as well as in intangible spatial dimensions (eons, locas), thereby acquiring the unfolding and
mastery of the full scale of the multidimensionality of the Absolut. It is important not only to master this in special places of power like this, but also to theoretically understand what is happening in such cases, in order to assimilate it well and avoid various failures or failures in the future. So let's try this: Now I can perceive myself as my
material body. And besides, I can perceive myself as a spiritual heart that also has the hands of consciousness, above all expansing over the sea, thus covering a distance of many miles!... So we have to understand that if I perceive myself somewhere, it means that I am there! I stretch my hand of conscience to this place, tens of miles
away, and move there (I am like the spiritual heart that usually exists in my arms). And if I did, it means that I have an extended consciousness that exists there. On the other hand, I can look from this place towards our bodies while standing on the beach. And now let each of us understand where I am! This fact must be taken mad: I am
in the place where I am experiencing myself! We must forget that I am a material body! In addition, in order to succeed on the Path of Spiritual Development, the material body must be free from all unnecessary bioenergy! It should become absolutely clean, transparent! First, we purify the chakras and meridians of the microcosmic orbit;
then the central meridians. Now let's use all the other methods that we know to clean up. As a result, the body will become transparent and invisible to ourselves... In whatever spatial dimension we are, we should not feel the body or see it. It must be transparent, invisible. Only from such a body can we, as a conscience, penetrate into the
subtlest spatial dimensions to meet the Holy Spirits and the Creator there! Now let's sum up: what's the difference between the lower me and I Superior? The lower me, as we mentioned, nests in the ajna chakra. The Higher Self is the Primordial Consciousness and Conscience of the Holy Spirits and Messiahs present with the Primordial
Consciousness. We can know the Higher Self and join him, only become like Him in terms of subtlety and intellectual, ethical and energetic development. Enlightenment means the transformation of consciousness into the Divine Light, because Divine Consciousness is actually perceived as the most subtle and gentle living Light. The path
of yoga in general, including its highest stage called Buddha yoga, is the development from the state of the lower I to the state of The Higher Ya. Thus, at first it was a jiva: a small soul incarnate, placed in the body and attached to this body for some time. Instead, each of us must turn into a Buddha, a consciousness that grows outside of
our material body in subtle spatial dimensions. And then, using Buddhist yoga techniques, you can cultivate the state of the Higher I, which is also called Asman. Later Atman must merge with Paramatman (i.e. Primordial Consciousness, Creator). There are also appropriate methods for this. We must guide our growth in three ways. First,
recycling. Second, size. And third, understanding the Path and my own place on it, including the stage I'm in right now. In addition, large and developed individual consciousnesses up to the level of Divine subtlety must learn to unite with the Consciousness of the higher Divine spatial dimensions, influencing them. Thus, it is like the main
commandment of the New Testament, the commandment given to us by Jesus Christ is realized: Be perfect, just as your Heavenly Father is perfect! (Matthew 05:48). This means that we must become identical - in quality of souls - to the Creator. Yes! Jesus literally offered to be identical to God's Father! And it is quite feasible - under the
guidance of the Divine Masters - for the already prepared soul. However, we must remember that the process of self-improvement begins not with the growth of consciousness, but with ethical purification. Psychology is the science of the soul. Therefore, the main task of psychology should be the art of soul development. And that's what
we're doing now. This should be a basic knowledge of psychology! On the other hand, it is clear that psychology cannot be materialistic, atheistic. This is not possible by its own definition. ... Truly, in this wonderful place of power, in the workplace of Divine Sarkar, we can cleanse the chakras, meridians, bodies and cocoons and make
them transparent. John Matus spoke of burning emanations in cocoons. Burning involves the use of fire. And here, in this place, do it optimally by joining the sarkar and using His Divine Fire. And let there be nothing left in our body but the Divine Fire! Our ultimate goal is to make our bodies completely divine! As a result, we must master
the ability to dematerialize our bodies and then materialize them where it is needed. One of our Divine Masters told us that He sees the dematerialization of the body as the highest achievement of man. And we know examples of such achievements. There is something similar to the vector of multidimensionality. Where to find it? It goes
like this, through an extended anahata. At this end of this vector you can find a growing density of black; we will feel there border with hell. (But don't go there! If you pass this vector to the opposite end, you will be able to find your Asman. ... Our bodies as a whole exist in a single spatial dimension - prakriti (or matter) layer. But the term
organism is not identical body term. Our organisms are multidimensional structures, that is, present in several spatial dimensions at the same time. However, the ordinary person lives only in the spatial dimension; it does not occupy other spatial dimensions with itself as consciousness, so those layers or spatial dimensions exist only as its
potential. We must also keep in mind that our multidimensional organisms are much larger in volume than our material bodies. These organisms are of different sizes depending on different people and include, among other things, reservoirs with atomic energy called Kundalini; we've talked about it before. Everyone has the opportunity to
move - passively or actively - with most of himself as an awareness of the spatial dimensions of paradise or hell. It depends on the state of consciousness to which we ourselves are accustomed during life in our body: subtle, gentle and caring, or rude states such as irritation, hatred, and so on. Buddhist yoga methods allow us to learn to
enter, stay and act actively and effectively in the spatial dimensions of the Holy Spirit and the First-Called Consciousness. In ecopsychology, we published sketches to study the structure of the Absolute. This illustrates exactly what I'm talking about: the structure of a multidimensional human body, in every part of which you can learn to
enter and stay. There are two related terms: microcosm and macrocosm. The first indicates a multidimensional conglomerate of the human body; what we're looking at right now. It's like a miniature model of a multi-dimensional macrocosm-Absolute. Having mastered the microcosm, we can easily find our place in the appropriate part of
the Absolute. By the way, living on Earth, we, in fact, choose in what spatial dimension we will live after the abandonment of our material bodies: in hell, in paradise, in the abode of the Creator, etc. This vector crosses spatial dimensions in which we have already learned to live, as well as unexplored spatial dimensions. Again, the same
thing is the same: each of us looks like a seven-story, but multidimensional building. These floors are multidimensional layers. Each of us is the Miniature Absolute in the omnivorous Absolute. And we, having developed ourselves, can move by choice from one floor to another, stay in some of them for a long time and grow So we will
continue to exist in these spatial dimensions after the separation of our body. It is clear that it makes sense for us to explore our own seven building, with a special emphasis on the floors that inhabit the Divine Consciousness. It is also useful to know that it is impossible to see what is happening in the thinnest layers from the rough layers
of multidimensionality. On the contrary, from thin layers we can easily see the denser layers and everything that happens in them. This is how the Creator and the Holy Spirits see and control everything that happens in the denser layers of the Absolute. They see it and can handle the events that happen there if they want to. Every soul is
seen by God without any restrictions; it is impossible to hide from him in any part. And each of the Holy Spirits has an infinite number of Weapons with which He or she can easily control all less developed beings. Thus, the Divine Masters unscrew in different situations those souls that should influence each other's development. This is
the case, among other things, of how righteous people meet villains, Saints with sinners, future spouses with others, people with animals, etc. Among other things, the Holy Spirits control the process of bringing souls into those bodies that are best suited for their subsequent evolution. By acquiring mastery in all this here and now, in this
place of power, we can quite easily learn to expand our hands of love at any distance from spiritual hearts; hold in the palm of our hands the various embodied beings and saturate their bodies with the power of Love. In Hinduism there is an image of worship shiva with a large number of weapons. This image shows the reality I'm talking
about. However, now we can create even more of our hands of love! This is how the Holy Spirits work. The same method of working with the embrace of a developed spiritual heart allows us to easily enter the Monastery of the Creator. To do this, we must move to it both the hands of consciousness and the spiritual heart that consists of a
soul that will easily move into the space that I have embraced between these hands. Through the same mechanism we fill ourselves with everything that is impregnated with our hands. Thus, we begin to transform ourselves into an Absolute... Let us put in both countless weapons of the Creator, United Us, permeate all Creation ... ... So
we know how to realize our consortium with Primordial Consciousness and the Whole Absolute. It was easy to experience on this power site, although now we have to dominate this state in everyday life, elsewhere as well. Our main task here was to find out how it could be done. In fact, no matter how many times someone says, Become
Primitive Consciousness!, Be absolute; it doesn't help if you don't know how to do it. Now I have explained to you in general terms how it is possible to achieve this goal. Recommended literature by Antonov V.V. - Spiritual Heart. Religion of Unity. New Atlanta, 2015. Antonov V.V. - How to know God. The autobiography of a scientist who
studied God. New Atlanta, 2014. Antonov V.V. (editor) - How to know God. Book 2. The autobiographies of God's disciples. New Atlanta, 2008 (in Russian language). Antonov V.V. (editor) - Spiritual work with children. New Atlanta, 2015. Antonov V.V. - Classical works of spiritual philosophy today. New Atlanta, 2014. Antonov V.V. -
Ecopsychology. New Atlanta, 2014. Antonov V.V. - Lectures in the woods on higher yoga. New Atlanta, 2008 (in Russian and English). Antonov V.V. - Bhagavad-Gita with comment. New Atlanta, 2014. Antonov V.V. - Tao Te Ching. New Atlanta, 2008. Antonov V.V. - Anatomy of God. New Atlanta, 2012. Antonov V.V. - Life for God. New
Atlanta, 2014. Tatiana M. - On the other end of the material world. New Atlanta, 2012. The Heat of AV is the Book of Spirit Warriors. New Atlanta, 2010. The story of Princess Esmeina and Ivan. New Atlanta, 2007 (in Russian and English). A.B. zubkova - Dobrynya. The bilini. New Atlanta, 2008 (in Russian and English). A.B. - Dialogues
with Pythagora. New Atlanta, 2008 (in Russian and English). A.B. tooth - Divine Parables. New Atlanta, 2010. A.B. - Parables by Lao Jie. New Atlanta, 2014. A.B. zubkova - Parables about his father, zozima. New Atlanta, 2014. 2014. el libro de thoth el atlante pdf
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